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PENNSYLVANIA STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMISSION 

Special Meeting of the Use of Force Review Committee 
Meeting Minutes for 

Friday, October 8, 2021, at 1:30 p.m. 
(Virtual Meeting via Microsoft Teams Platform) 

 
At 1:33 p.m. Executive Session [Call to Order, Roll Call and Opening Remarks by 

Commission Chairperson (Sha Brown) and Review Committee Chairperson 
David Sonenshein]  

Sha S. Brown, Chairperson, began an Executive Session of the Pennsylvania State Law 
Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission (Commission) Use of Force Review Committee (Review 
Committee), welcomed Review Committee members, and then proceeded to provide an overview of the 
Review Committee’s proposed Special Meeting Agenda to include continued determinations regarding 
Internal Case No. 21-0001-P [tabled and carried over from its meeting held on September 24, 2021] and 
specifically policies and training related to the Pennsylvania State Police’s (PSP) Use of Force Policy, de-
escalation training, and possible conflicts between the agency’s Prison and Security and Juvenile policies 
along with the Review Committee’s recommendations surrounding body cameras.  Pursuant to 
administrative matters decided during its Special Meeting held August 13, 2021, Review Committee 
Chairperson Sonenshein will serve as the Acting Secretary for purposes of this meeting. 

 
 Chairperson Brown called the Special Meeting of the Commission’s Use of Force Review 
Committee to order and conducted a Roll Call – Commissioners David Sonenshein [Review Committee 
Chairperson], Joshua Maines, and Vice Chairperson Beth Pittinger were present remotely and a quorum 
of the Review Committee was present [Commissioner Krista Somers was unable to attend and excused 
from the meeting].  A copy of the Roll Call and Attendance Form is attached hereto and made a part hereof 
[see Attachment 1].  Ex-Officio Commission Member Jalila Parker (appointed to the Review Committee 
pursuant to Section 8.2 of the Commission’s Bylaws) was also in attendance remotely.  Chairperson 
Brown indicated that while Commissioner Somers would continue in her role as a member of the 
Commission, Commissioner Somers would likely resign from the Review Committee given the 
demanding meeting schedule. 

 
At 1:46 p.m. Public Session of Special Meeting Started and Recording Began 
 
At 1:46 p.m.    Call to Order, Roll Call and Opening Announcements/Reminders by 

Commission Chairperson (Sha Brown)  
 Chairperson Brown called the public session of the Special Meeting of the Commission’s Use of 
Force Review Committee to order, announced that the meeting was being recorded and participation in 
the meeting conferred consent to being recorded.  Chairperson Brown conducted a Roll Call and 
Commissioners David Sonenshein [Review Committee Chairperson], Joshua Maines and Vice 
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Chairperson Beth Pittinger were present remotely and a quorum of the Review Committee was present 
[Commissioner Krista Somers was excused].  A copy of the Roll Call and Attendance Form is attached 
hereto and made a part hereof [see Attachment 1].  Ex-Officio Commission Member Jalila Parker was 
also in attendance remotely.    
 
At 1:47 p.m.  Public Comment Reminder 

Chairperson Brown reminded members of the public of the various ways citizens may participate 
and offer public comment before and during all meetings of the Commission and the Commission’s 
Review Committees to ensure public participation and transparency.  For purposes of this Special 
Meeting, public comment was limited to three minutes per speaker. 
 
At 1:48 p.m. Motion to Approve Use of Force Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda by 

Unanimous Consent 
Chairperson Brown asked for a motion to approve the Use of Force Review Committee’s Meeting 

Agenda by unanimous consent.  The Motion was offered and seconded by Review Committee members 
in attendance.  Chairperson Brown asked if any Review Committee member had any objection(s) to the 
Meeting Agenda and after hearing no objections, Chairperson Brown recognized the approval of the Use 
of Force Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda by unanimous consent.  A copy of the Use of Force 
Review Committee’s October 8, 2021 Special Meeting Agenda, as adopted, is attached hereto, and made 
a part hereof [see Attachment 2]. 
 
At 1:48 p.m.  Motion to Approve Adoption of the draft of the Use of Force Review 

Committee’s September 24, 2021 Meeting Minutes by Unanimous Consent 
Chairman Brown asked for a Motion to approve the draft of the Use of Force Review Committee’s 

September 24, 2021 Meeting Minutes by unanimous consent.  The Motion was offered and seconded by 
Review Committee members in attendance.  Unanimous consent to approve adoption of the draft of the 
Use of Force Review Committee’s September 24, 2021 Meeting Minutes passed with no noted objections 
[a copy of the Meeting Minutes as adopted is available on the Review Committee’s webpage found at 
www.osig.pa.gov/PSLECAC]. 
 
At 1:49 p.m. Other Review Committee Administrative Matters 
 Chairperson Brown announced that Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein agreed to serve 
as the Review Committee’s Acting Secretary for purposes of this meeting and relinquished the floor to 
Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein for further remarks.  Review Committee Chairperson 
Sonenshein remarked that the Review Committee continues to work hard to fulfill its mandate, received 
all requested information from all Covered Agencies, thanked all Covered Agencies for their work and 
responsiveness and stated that the Review Committee was still on schedule to deliver a Preliminary 
Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-0001-P for consideration by the full Commission 
on October 29, 2021. 
 
At 1:51 p.m. Discussion and Deliberation of Matters Currently Under Consideration for 

Purposes of Reaching Preliminary Findings and Conclusions 
 Chairperson Brown opened the floor to continued discussion and deliberation of Internal Case 
No. 21-0001-P [tabled from the Review Committee’s meeting held on September 24, 2021] for purposes 
of reaching preliminary findings and conclusions in anticipation of issuing a Preliminary Investigative 
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Review Report regarding whether PSP’s completed internal investigation was prompt, fair, impartial, 
complete, consistent with applicable policies and whether the adjudication was reasonable. 

 
[Internal Case Number #21-0001-P (case involving a lower-level use of force on June 
6, 2018 involving the Pennsylvania State Police out of Troop G (covering Centre, 
Blair, Mifflin, Juanita, Huntingdon, Bedford, and Fulton counties)); Ruled Justified 
by County District Attorney (September 7, 2018); and Ruled Justified by 
Commanding Officer of Troop G (November 19, 2018)].   

 
Chairperson Brown invited the public to offer comment concerning the Review Committee’s 

discussions (to date) of Internal Case No. 21-0001-P and none were offered.   
 
Chairperson Brown then relinquished the floor to Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein who 

remarked that he received additional information from PSP about its new cadet and in-service training 
programs concerning the extent of formal de-escalation training since all Commissioners expressed 
concerns about not only the incident at hand involving juveniles but other circumstances where members 
are verbally taunted.  Specifically, Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein previously asked how 
members are trained when faced with those situations and what is included in de-escalation training.  Since 
its last meeting on September 24, 2021, Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein visited PSP’s 
academy located in Hersey, Pennsylvania where PSP provided additional information that may be 
summarized as follows: 

 
(1) PSP’s Use of Force Policy Number FR 7-3 (published 10/31/2011) was historically very 

general and lacked guidance for supervisors; 
(2) the policy was enhanced in 2017 (now Policy Number FR 9-1 published 08/23/2017) and the 

most recent version 08/02/2021, was more robust, and use of force training was revamped to 
mirror new policy; 

(3) current incident under consideration pre-dates policy change and there is a very good chance 
that the member involved in the incident did not benefit from this enhanced training; and 

(4) this policy included clearer guidelines and incorporated use of seven to eight significant de-
escalation skills. 

 
While he acknowledged that PSP cannot incorporate and/or train members for every scenario that he or 
she may encounter in the field, Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein offered members could 
benefit more from linking training to conduct and notice of what is expected.  More generally, Review 
Committee Chairperson Sonenshein addressed the need for PSP’s Use of Force policy to be more 
expansive, i.e., assessing use of force to include events before deployment of actual force is not only 
relevant but critical along with the type of force used in relation to alleged violation.  In August 2021, PSP 
again changed its policy to include de-escalation as a component part of its use of force policy and training.  
Review Committee Chairperson then opened the floor to discussion and deliberation among 
Commissioners. 
 
 Commissioner Maines agreed and acknowledged PSP’s efforts over the years to address 
systematic use of force issues and that such changes were not available at the time of the incident currently 
under consideration.  Commissioner Maines suspected that the policy and accompanying training at the 
time would be considered inadequate now, i.e., grabbing juvenile by collar, and aggressive words used by 
trooper.  Though he acknowledged that the Review Committee now understood that members were 
informed the juvenile may flee, Commissioner Maines stated his conclusions regarding the handling of 
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the incident have not changed, i.e., do not believe that alleged movement by juvenile was reasonable 
precursor to member’s use of force.  Rather, Commissioner Maines offered that he believed taunting by 
juvenile upset member which caused member’s reaction.  Commissioner Maines also noted that member’s 
conduct should have been reviewed under AR 4-6 Rules of Conduct during PSP’s investigation of use of 
force incident. 
 
 Vice Chairperson Pittinger’s opinion of the lack of appropriateness of the member’s conduct was 
more in line with Commissioner Maines but she acknowledged that standards are different today than in 
2018.  Vice Chairperson Pittinger also acknowledged PSP’s revised Use of Force policy now includes a 
duty to de-escalate and force avoidance.  However, Vice Chairperson Pittinger believed that PSP’s internal 
affairs investigation isolated conduct between trooper and the juvenile to the improper exclusion of 
reviewing the member’s collateral conduct.  As the Review Committee continues to select and review 
cases, Vice Chairperson Pittinger stated that the committee will be positioned to gauge the effectiveness 
of PSP’s revised Use of Force policy moving forward.  Lastly, Vice Chairperson Pittinger suggested that 
the use of handcuffs should be defined more clearly [juvenile was not a prisoner but only in custody for 
purposes of transportation] and that language in PSP’s transportation and juvenile policies should be 
consistent. 
 
 At this time, Chairperson Brown reiterated the Review Committee’s determinations were 
completed and summarized that PSP’s response to the member’s actions (not the actions of the member 
himself or herself) was not reasonable since PSP’s internal affairs investigation failed to review the 
member’s collateral conduct [conduct must be viewed in light of totality of circumstances and not merely 
seconds involving deployment of force] even under the agency’s policies in effect at the time of the 
incident under review.            
      

Before deliberating on Commissioner Maines’ proposed Use of Force policy recommendations 
regarding inclusion of a “reasonableness” standard, Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein agreed 
with Vice Chairperson Pittinger’s suggestion for more clarity regarding use of handcuffs when 
transporting non-prisoners since, as written, PSP’s policy is quite subjective [theoretically a member could 
handcuff a witness or a crime victim regardless of age].  Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein 
remarked that the current policy requires clarification and more guidance and suggested the same be part 
of the Review Committee’s recommendation.  Chairperson Brown acknowledged the need for member 
safety but the subjectiveness of PSP’s transportation policy [PSP said use of handcuffs is discretionary 
when transporting non-prisoners] and asked if Commissioners wished to recommend that PSP add 
language to address juvenile status offenders within its transportation policy.  Vice Chairperson Pittinger 
reminded Commissioners that PSP’s fleet lack partitions between the front and back seats which likely 
influences decisions regarding use of handcuffs.  Chairperson Brown also reminded Commissioners that 
PSP’s policy does state that members should secure proper partition vehicle when transporting non-
prisoners, but the availability of such vehicles are limited (only one per troop area).   

 
Review Committee members then moved to discuss and deliberate Commissioners’ 

recommendations to PSP’s Use of Force policy including the addition of reasonable belief and reasonable 
force standards and de-escalation components that are now required.  Chairperson Brown began the 
discussion by reiterating that PSP’s current policy determines the reasonableness of force based on the 
subjective belief of a member at the time of the incident.  However, current case law requires that use of 
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force be determined based on a “reasonable officer’s belief” which changes the “lens” to include officers 
on scene, supervisors, investigators, adjudicators, and leadership.   

 
Commissioner Maines remarked that [through conversations with, and training conducted by, 

members at PSP’s academy] PSP’s use of force training includes use of an objective standard when 
determining reasonableness, but the agency’s policy, as written, is not clear.  Though consistent with 
Section 504, Commissioner Maines opined that Section 504 requires amendment to comply with objective 
reasonableness standard now mandated by case law.  For example, Commissioner Maines recommended 
that Section 1.02(M) of PSP’s policy [definition of reasonable belief] be amended to include that of a 
“reasonable officer” (remove from subjective belief of individual officer) and Section 1.02(N) [which 
defines reasonable force] be amended to read amount of reasonable force a reasonably prudent member 
or officer believes is necessary.  Similarly, Commissioner Maines recommended that Section 1.07 (a)(1)- 
(5) be amended to include language of a “reasonably prudent officer” instead of the subjective belief of 
the individual member. 

 
Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein agreed that PSP cadet training consistently referenced 

court standards and the Review Committees recommendations are intended to align PSP’s written policy 
with actual training standards [should not be viewed as controversial or considered “Monday Morning 
Quarterbacking”].  As the Review Committee was building their Preliminary Investigative Review 
Report for Internal Case No. 21-0001-P, Chairperson Brown asked if Commissioners agreed that 
language offered by Commissioner Maines be included and Commissioners individually replied 
“Yes.”  Vice Chairperson Pittinger added that she believed Commissioner Maines additions were 
excellent and the additional language was much closer aligned to court guidance.  Vice Chairperson 
Pittinger also offered that language regarding the proportionality of force, i.e., limitations to what force 
can be used be distinguished and commensurate with level of offense (cannot use deadly force when law 
enforcement action is for summary offense) should also be included in the committee’s recommendations 
and Commissioner Maines agreed. 

 
Chairperson Brown then turned the Commissioners attention to other considerations including the 

need for verbal warnings before any use of force is deployed [Section 1.01].  Review Committee 
Chairperson Sonenshein stated that the United States Supreme Court cases require verbal warnings when 
feasible and that a feasibility standard was critical since there is a lot of discretion in policing generally.  
However, Review Committee Chairperson was unsure where that language specifically came from.  
Chairperson Brown stated that the Review Committee could table this recommendation for inclusion in a 
future review to allow for further research. 

 
Chairperson Brown then addressed PSP’s definition of de-escalation [Section 1.02 C], read the 

current definition into the record, and asked for Commissioners’ feedback regarding proposed new 
language.  Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein found virtue in both definitions but that the shorter 
definition sounded less legalistic.  Chairperson Brown agreed that there is benefit in a shorter definition 
since the latter makes it more understandable to members.  Commissioner Maines liked the proposed 
definition since it was more succinct and believed that definitions do not have to include every component 
that would be covered by the policy itself.  Chairperson Brown then individually asked if 
Commissioners agreed to include a recommendation to amend PSP’s definition of de-escalation with 
the Review Committee’s proposed language and all Commissioners responded “Yes.”  Vice 
Chairperson Pittinger also offered that the Review Committee [in relation to “time” to gain compliance] 
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add the word “environment” [“time” and “environment” to gain voluntary compliance] so that context is 
also considered.   

 
With respect to Section 1.03(a)(4) [supplemental use of force training], Chairperson Brown noted 

that supplemental training is currently only ordered when use of force is adjudicated improper and that 
the Review Committee consider adding language to indicate that supplemental training also be ordered 
when use of force results in injury (with or without adjudication of inappropriateness) as seen in other 
jurisdictions.  Vice Chairperson Pittinger added that supplemental use of force training should be ordered 
upon a supervisor’s prerogative (with or without adjudication and with or without any injury).  All 
Commissioners agreed that supplemental use of force training should be ordered with or without a 
policy violation if, and when, deemed appropriate.      

 
Concerning Section 1.03(b)(2) [mandated reporting of use of force incidents], PSP’s policy only 

requires reporting of use of force incidents that result in injury and Chairperson Brown suggested that the 
Review Committee recommend that PSP amend its policy to require mandated reporting of all use of force 
incidents.  Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein asked to whom such incidents are currently 
reported, and Chairperson Brown replied that the policy does not state but assumed it was likely to a Troop 
Commander or Bureau Director.  When prompted by Chairperson Brown, all Commissioners agreed 
to the proposed recommendation to add language mandating the reporting of all use of force 
incidents.  Vice Chairperson Pittinger added that the proposed recommendation is a huge accountability 
tool and should also include a “duty to intervene” (members who observe use of force incident require 
accountability as well during the incident itself).  Chairperson Brown believed that the current policy 
included such a duty.       

 
While Commissioners agreed that the Review Committee did not want to dictate details or what 

the reports should look like, Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein agreed that such a 
recommendation was vital to protecting PSP’s interests and limiting potential liability, i.e., if no one is 
aware of a use of force incident, PSP’s legal counsel could be blindsided by a complaint and PSP would 
lose ability to secure contemporaneous witness statements and ability to conduct internal investigation in 
real time.   

 
Regarding Section 1.07(c), Commissioner Maines recommended that the Review Committee 

consider adding “minimum force necessary [under totality of circumstances] to carry out law enforcement 
action.”  Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein asked for further discussion (i.e., concerning 
Internal Case No. 21-0001-P, force was used but no arrest so suggested language would include any law 
enforcement action).  Vice Chairperson Pittinger agreed that it was very appropriate to include force 
avoidance and Commissioner Maines agreed that the additional language covered the policy gap regarding 
status offenders.  When prompted by Chairperson Brown, all Commissioners agreed to 
recommending that additional language – “minimum force necessary to carry out law enforcement 
action” – be added to PSP’s policy.   

 
The last Use of Force policy item pertained to Section 1.07(d) and addressed additional language 

pertaining to de-escalation.  When prompted by Chairperson Brown, all Commissioners responded 
in the affirmative.                  
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Chairperson Brown then redirected Commissioners to their questions regarding PSP’s 
transportation and juvenile policies.  Guidance received from the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and 
Delinquency (PCCD) indicated that the use of handcuffs when transporting non-prisoners was 
discretionary.  The Review Committee’s recommendation would be limited to ensuring that PSP’s policies 
do not conflict with each other.  Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein agreed.  To accomplish its 
goal, Chairperson Brown suggested that the Review Committee could leave PSP’s juvenile policy intact 
and recommend a tweak to PSP’s transportation policy to prohibit use of handcuffs when transporting 
status offenders, witnesses, and victims to provide clarity (and that PSP consider use of case car or a 
vehicle with a shield partition).  After further discussion and deliberation, Chairperson Brown stated 
he would draft language to provide PSP with options as recommended by Commissioners.      

 
Commissioners then proceeded to discuss the benefits of body cameras.  Review Committee 

Chairperson Sonenshein stated that the use of body cameras minimizes complaints (takes incident out of 
he said/she said) and ensures transparency (win/win for both PSP and citizens).  Commissioner Maines 
supported the idea of assisting PSP in advancing equipping members with body cameras and Vice 
Chairperson Pittinger also agreed.  Vice Chairperson Pittinger acknowledged the expense associated with 
equipping PSP members with body cameras but noted that the expenses associated with procurement and 
video storage should not be used to devalue their benefit.  To help minimize and spread costs over years, 
Vice Chairperson Pittinger stated that PSP should identify priority deployments verses full deployment 
for all existing members.  Commissioner Maines agreed and stated while PSP would be in best position 
to identify priority areas, Commissioner Maines believed the agency should begin with SERT teams (since 
use of force and deadly use of force was common when SERT is called to a scene).  After further 
discussion, Chairperson Brown individually polled Commissioners and each agreed to recommend 
support of PSP in quest to equip members with body cameras. 

 
Chairperson Brown recapped Findings and Conclusions (from both the Review Committee’s last 

meeting) and the committee’s review of PSP’s policies and identified deficiencies from today’s meeting 
and asked all Commissioners individually if each member agreed (in principle) on the content of the 
Review Committee’s Preliminary Investigative Review Report concerning Internal Case No. 21-
0001-P.  Each Commissioner authorized Chairperson Brown to proceed with drafting and 
circulation of report for their review.  Chairperson Brown summarized next steps, i.e., drafting of report, 
Commissioners’ approval through signature of report, and report distributed to Covered Agency and all 
Commissioners who each have five days to respond.   

 
Commissioner Maines asked to include recommendation that PSP support legislative change 

to Section 504 to ensure compliance with law.  All Commissioners agreed to supplemental 
recommendation to be added to report.    

 
At 3:23 p.m. Discussion and Deliberation of Matters Currently Under Consideration for 

Purposes of Reaching Preliminary Findings and Conclusions Closed and 
Closing Remarks by Chairperson Brown 

Given the time of day and importance of careful deliberation, Commissioners agreed to table 
discussion of, and any action(s) concerning recommendations, if any, regarding Internal Case No. 21-
0002-P until the Review Committee’s next review cycle.   
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Chairperson Brown asked for Commissioners’ availability for another Special Meeting to ratify 
Preliminary Investigative Review Report concerning Internal Case No. 21-0001-P.  All Commissioners 
agreed to scheduling of meeting for October 22, 2021 at 2 p.m.   

 
Chairperson Brown also remarked that the Review Committee consider which member(s) would 

deliver the presentation of its report of Internal Case No. 21-0001-P to the full Commission on October 
29, 2021.  Review Committee Chairperson Sonenshein acknowledged that it made sense for the Chair to 
present the report to the full Commission but asked that members be available to assist with the 
presentation since the work was completed by the entire team.    

 
At 3:24 p.m. Announcements 

Chairperson Brown provided closing remarks and informed the public about how to file complaints 
using the Commission’s hotline, access the Commission’s webpage, and contact the OSIG and BLEO for 
assistance. 
 
At 3:24 p.m. Special Meeting of Use of Force Review Committee Adjourned 
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